SEMESTER PROGRAM OVERVIEW
•

Live and study in Ho Chi Minh City – one of the fastestgrowing economies in all of Asia making it a particularly
exciting and dynamic place

•

Benefit from the expert instruction at RMIT University, known
for its spacious, modern campus

•

Take advantage of studying STEM subjects as well as Digital
Design, Business, Communications, and Hospitality and
Tourism alongside local students in English

•

Participate in TEAN’s comprehensive 4-day Orientation
Program upon arrival, including a city tour, welcome dinner,
cultural activities and informative sessions designed to help
you feel adjusted and ready to jump into your semester in
Vietnam

•

Appreciate access to TEAN’s Ho Chi Minh City Resident
Director and other in-country staff for continued support
throughout the semester

•

Live in modern serviced apartments complete with a
swimming pool

•

Explore the country’s unique culture, environment and cuisine
throughout your stay - the food is incredible!

SEMESTER PROGRAM INCLUSIONS
• Full tuition
• Guaranteed pre-arranged, off-campus housing
• Wireless internet access in housing
• Overseas health insurance, plus evacuation and
repatriation insurance
• Services of local Resident Director in Vietnam
• Orientation Program with meals, accommodations and
transportation

EXPLORING THE BACK STREETS OF THE CITY’S
MANY ETHNIC NEIGHBORHOODS AND TASTING
ALL THE DELICIOUS CUISINES AVAILABLE SINGAPORE IS A FOODIE PARADISE

• Local SIM card
• Cultural events and TEAN catch ups during the semester
• Official academic transcripts from host institution

ENJOYING THE FAMOUS SENTOSA ISLAND
BEACH FESTIVALS

• Help with student visa preparation
• Financial aid transfer planning

ORDERING YOUR FAVORITE COFFEE IN
SINGLISH (“SINGLISH” IS ENGLISH WITH THE
OCCASIONAL CHINESE OR MALAY WORDS)

• Airport pickup and reception
• Host university orientation

TAKING A TRIP TO PULAU UBIN, HOME OF THE
WORLD’S LARGEST BAT, THE FLYING FOX

TEAN also offers a Summer Internship in Vietnam.
For more information on all TEAN Vietnam
programs visit: TEANabroad.org/VIETNAM
or call us at 312-239-3710.

The Education Abroad Network (TEAN) are
specialists in the Asia Pacific region with
semester, summer and internship programs
also available in Australia, New Zealand,
Southeast Asia, China, and South Korea.

VISITING THE SINGAPORE ZOOLOGICAL PARK
FOR AN AFTER-DARK ENCOUNTER WITH SOME
OF ASIA’S MOST EXOTIC ANIMALS

NOT MANY PLACES IN THE WORLD can boast
the sheer amount of diversity found in such a relatively tiny piece of land.
With soaring skyscrapers forming an impressive skyline and small, timeworn lanes to explore by foot, Singapore is a perfect mix of traditional
and modern. As one of the busiest ports in the world, the city serves as
a crossroads for both Asian and world travel. Take advantage of your
location with affordable flights throughout Asia. You don’t have to leave
the country to get a taste of the exotic, as Singapore is not just concrete
and mortar but full of diverse neighborhoods to explore. Singapore
consists of 63 islands and nearly a quarter of its land is parks and forest
reserves. Nearly 5.4 million people call Singapore home and the city is
an exciting blend of the various cultures of Asia, including predominant
Chinese origins. You’ll discover that from bustling Chinatown to the
excitement of Little India and Arab Street, the city is home to numerous
festivals and unique dining experiences.
WWW.TEANABROAD.ORG

SUMMER PROGRAM OVERVIEW
• Live and study in Ho Chi Minh City – one of the
fastest-growing economies in all of Asia making it a
particularly exciting and dynamic place
• For the summer, take 1 course over 3 weeks (choosing
from the below 2 courses) where you will be studying
in English alongside local students:
- Vietnamese Photography Studio:
Ho Chi Minh City through the Lens
- Contemporary and Traditional Vietnamese
Fashion Studies

Just like the country’s famous strong coffee with sweet milk, Vietnam’s
bitter past is balanced with the sweetness and beauty of its people
and landscape. The country has undergone significant changes over
the past couple of decades and the resilient Vietnamese are showing
they have what it takes to join the global economy. Studying in Ho
Chi Minh City will put you in the middle of a country that honors its
traditions while zooming ahead into the future. Ancient pagodas and
skyscrapers dot the skyline as locals and people from around the world
eat their morning meal everywhere from the side streets to world class
restaurants. The exhilarating hustle of this major city, still known to
many as Saigon, provides students with the opportunity to live in a
fascinating city while learning about the region’s history and culture, as
well as taking classes for your major.

• Benefit from the expert instruction RMIT University, an
Australian institution, is known for amongst a spacious,
modern campus
• Participate in TEAN’s Orientation Program upon
arrival, including a city tour, welcome dinner and
informative sessions designed to help you feel
adjusted and ready to jump into your summer in
Vietnam
• Appreciate access to TEAN’s Ho Chi Minh City
Resident Director and other in-country staff for
continued support throughout the summer
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CAMPUS SETTING:
URBAN, 4 MILES FROM CITY CENTER,
TRADITIONAL CAMPUS
FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT:
6,000
ELIGIBILITY:
• GPA: 2.5/4.0
• SOPHOMORE STANDING AT A FOUR-YEAR
INSTITUTION AT THE TIME OF PARTICIPATION
• NO LANGUAGE SKILLS REQUIRED
SUBJECT AREAS AVAILABLE:
BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT, COMMUNICATION,
DESIGN, ENGINEERING, INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY, TOURISM & HOSPITALITY
PROGRAM DATES:
SPRING — MID-FEB TO EARLY JUNE
SUMMER — JULY (3 WEEKS)
FALL — MID-OCTOBER TO LATE JANUARY

• Live in modern serviced apartments complete with a
swimming pool
• Explore the country’s unique culture, environment and
cuisine throughout your stay - the food is incredible!

RMIT UNIVERSITY
• Founded in Australia in 1887, RMIT University is known as a global
university of technology and design. In 2000 it became the first
international university in Vietnam.
• RMIT University Vietnam offers programs in business, technology,
communication, design and fashion.

SUMMER PROGRAM INCLUSIONS
• Full tuition (1 course)
• Guaranteed pre-arranged, off-campus housing
• Wireless internet access in housing
• Overseas health insurance, plus evacuation and
repatriation insurance

• RMIT has a reputation for providing practical education, training
and research. Programs are developed in consultation with industry
leaders to ensure graduates are employable.

• Services of local Resident Director in Vietnam

• Learning outcomes and assessments for courses taught at RMIT’s
Vietnam campus are academically equivalent to those of RMIT
Melbourne, one of Australia’s largest universities.

• Special cultural event Official academic transcript
from host institution

• 1-Day Orientation Program
• Local SIM card

• Airport pickup and reception
• Host university orientation

• Students are taught by leading experts in their fields emphasizing
international best practices, classroom learning experiences, selfdirected and peer learning.
• This institution has some of the best facilities in Vietnam with
a modern campus, green spaces, a state-of-the-art sport and
recreation center, and more making it similar to what students would
find at a U.S. campus.

For more information on the
Vietnam Summer Program visit:
TEANabroad.org/VIETNAM-SUMME R
or call us at 312-239-3710.

RMIT Vietnam Campus

